Last minute news: Meet Magento Belarus is ready to start

Ksenia Dobrev

Only 4 days are left before we meet at MM15BY!
Amasty team is very excited that this year the agenda is again packed with high quality speeches. By the way, we have a new speaker – Jurģis Lukss from Lux Technology!

Building scalable Magento on Microsoft Azure with Chef
Jurģis Lukss, Lux Technology

The whole agenda is very promising, and we can’t wait to hear these amazing people sharing their knowledge with the audience:
How to make benefits with multi-channel customer support. Magic recipes for eCommerce

Sergey Lysak  DiamanteDesk

Round table discussion: Q&A session with Magento team representatives

Building scalable Magento on Microsoft Azure with Chef

Jurgis Lukss  Lux Technology

Magento 2 Import/Export: Performance Challenges and Victories
We Got at Open Source Ecommerce

Uladzimir Kalashnikau  EPAM

Magento 2 checkout from Frontend perspective (Magento 2)

Mladen Ristić  Indhoo

Persuasive e-commerce

Guido Jansen

How to gain up revenue on Email marketing: TOP 10 triggered emails

Kristina Pototskaya  TriggMine

Magento applications and modules functional testing

Igor Bondarenko  NEKLO

Support X-Files

Andrey Tataranovich  Amasty

https://amasty.com/blog/last-minute-news-meet-magento-belarus-is-ready-to-start/
We have just a couple of seats available, so if you’re still thinking, jump in!

Apart from the great presentations and the charm of the Magento community, there will be prize draw, dinner and some fun activities as well.

Special thanks to our sponsors!
**Webcom Media** is a leader of the Belarusian SEM market. Webcom Media provides complex search marketing services for business. The main areas of expertise are search engine marketing and PPC. More than 1500 companies experienced Webcom Media professional approach.

**Advanced Logic** is a company specialized in developing high quality multi-channel eCommerce solutions with Magento CE and EE. Other than being Magento Solution Partner with Magento Certified Developers,
Advanced Logic is proud to be one of most reputed Amasty Partners and, in this role, actively collaborates with them on, often very complex, customizations of its modules.

**PhpStorm** is a PHP IDE that actually ‘gets’ your code, supports PHP 5.3/5.4/5.5/5.6 and features on the fly error prevention, best autocompletion & code refactoring, zero configuration debugging, the best HTML, CSS, and JavaScript editor.

Give your customers – and yourself – peace of mind with this payment processing module that guarantees compliance with PCI security mandates, significantly reduces the risk of data breaches and ensures you won’t be hit with a fine of up to $500,000 for non-compliance. Use **X-Payments** with your X-Cart 4, X-Cart 5 or Magento shopping cart to safely and conveniently store your customers’ credit card information for processing of new orders, reorders and recurring payments.